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The City Planning Group (CPG) is an award-
winning unit of the Auckland City Council. It�s
mission is to provide the planning and resource
management framework behind council policies for
heritage and environment, quality of living, city
growth and development, and public transport.

Apparently organised in a conventional
divisional structure, the CPG is actually run by three
cross-divisional teams with web-like inter-
relationships, and ad-hoc teams are created for
special purposes.

Leadership teams meet frequently, follow well-
established agenda, share common members, report
significant activities to all staff and routinely use
performance reviews to improve their performance.

The CPG�s strategic planning dovetails with and
integrates key elements of the city council�s highly
developed strategy and planning processes. It�s
statement of purpose, critical success factors and
group values cascade (from mission to metrics) to
seven group pathways, then to families of strategies,
each with key performance indicators.

Customers are segmented by the nature of their
relationship with the CPG, and a wide variety of
listening and learning techniques capture customer
and interest-group preferences.

Relationship management is identified as a
critical success factor, and there is a well-
established complaints management process.
Customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction are
measured, and the data drive improvement
activities.

The CPG�s measurement system spans a
comprehensive suite of direct and indirect (proxy, or
�perceived�) metrics linked to business plans,
strategic plans and customer groups. Data are
collected once and used often, aggregated to
simplify reporting and identify trends in core
activities, and progressively reviewed on a three
year cycle.

Human resource management incorporates a
strategic approach to recruitment, induction,
training and professional development, multi-
skilling and cross-functional flexibility, competency-
based assessment, and support for home, family and
minority ethnic interests.

Performance appraisal is collaborative, aligned
with group priorities and involves review and
coaching processes. High performance is recognised
through bonuses, education and training
opportunities, and by a system of formal and
informal awards. Well-being and satisfaction are
measured annually, and influence strategic and
business planning decisions.

The processes which deliver the CPG�s products
and services are underpinned by the relevant Acts
and Regulations of Parliament, and often involve
extensive public consultation. There is a strong
emphasis on process clarity and transparency, and
on review, refinement and continuous
improvement. Support processes, reflecting the
interdependence of the CPG and the council, are
embedded in all primary processes. Supplier and
partner costs (for legal services, professional and
technical advice and printing publishing and
transport, for example) are a large part of the
group�s budget.

The CPG reports both �percieved� and directly
measured results for customer focus, finance and
markets, human resources, supplier and partners
and organisational effectiveness. In almost all cases
trends, while of short duration and rather weak, do
show improvement and/or good performance, and if
they fairly represent the organisation, there are no
patterns of adverse trends or poor results.

With some benchmarking, some very good
results, and with most key customer, market, and
process requirements apparently addressed, the
CPG�s results fall near the bottom of the 50% to
60% band of the standard Baldrige scoring
guidelines.

ABSTRACT
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Introduction
New Zealand�s Business Development Quality
Award (BDQA) is an entry-level, Baldrige-
derived scheme, open to all New Zealand
organisations, public and private, regardless of
size. Since its inception in 1993 the scheme
has attracted applications from a wide variety
of organisations � among them very small
family-run businesses, cooperatives and not-
for-profits, museums, public and private
hospitals, nursing homes, schools and
education service providers, local authorities,
units of the core public sector, tourist
operations, recreational organisations, primary
producers and commodity extractors, and a
number of manufacturers. All applicants which
exceed a threshold core receive an award, and
the top scoring public and private sector
organisations are invited to send one
representative each on a two-week study tour
of US Baldrige winning organisations.

In 1999 the top-scoring public sector
organisation was the Auckland City Council�s
City Planning Group (CPG). This case study is
based on the CPG�s application, but it is not an
application summary � some sections have
been severely abbreviated. Rather it
concentrates on those areas where public
sector organisations might be expected to find
the Baldrige approach particularly challenging,
with the intention of explaining how the city
planning group approached and resolved those
challenges.

Auckland city
Auckland is New Zealand�s largest city, with a
population of just under 346,000 within the
city boundary and 1.06 million (about one
third of the national population) in the seven
territorial local authorities which constitute the
greater Auckland region.

The city generates about $17.0 billion
worth of economic activity per year, 17% of
the nation�s GDP.

Non-residential building activity worth
$620m was authorised in the year to August
1998, a 62% increase from the previous year.
Planning for the future is at a critical and
publicly contentious stage in the city as it
approaches its zoned capacity and begins to
deal with an urgent need for new infrastructure
development.

For more detail about the city�s scenery,
geography, demographics and system of local
government go to www.akcity.govt.nz.

The city planning group
The council is divided into five directorates.
The city planning group (CPG) is part of the
planning services directorate � whose purpose
is transportation, recreation, land use,
community and environmental planning. The
CPG, which has 67 full time equivalent
employees, develops and reviews council
policies for sustainable growth, and assumes
responsibility for a number of central
government statutes, including the Resource
Management Act, the Historic Places Act, the
Buildings Act, the Sale of Liquor Act and the
Health Act. This legislation can be both
mandatory and permissive � there are things
that council has to do, and things it does
because it believes they are in the public
interest. The CPG has a major role in
determining these matters and making
recommendations to the council.

The CPG�s mission, reflecting the council�s
(�� excellent leadership and sustainable
service to improve the quality of life for people
in Auckland City�) is to provide a planning and
resource management framework which,
among other things, promotes excellence
through leadership and advocacy; protects the
city�s heritage character and natural
environment; encourages and enhances the
quality of living; provides opportunities for
business to establish and prosper; and helps
facilitate a safe, convenient and affordable
public transport system.

Leadership
The CPG�s organisation chart � a flat but
conventional inverted tree � reflects the formal
council-approved delegations necessary in a
unit of local government. Five divisional
managers answer to the group manager and
take responsibility for specific functional and/or
geographical areas. But three cross-divisional
leadership teams � Management, Business
Directions and Staff Consultative � actually run
the CPG, with web-like organigraphic
relationships (Mintzberg and Van der Heyden,
1999), summarised in Figure 1.

Team principles (structure, functions,
declarations, ground rules � in effect, team
constitutions) are updated annually and posted
as on meeting room walls and published on the
group�s intranet. Semi-formal and temporary
special-purpose �spoke teams� are also set up
when needed, with members drawn from
across the CPG�s five divisions.
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The management team shares members
with the two other teams, for consistency of
purpose and values, and to allow each team to
be accountable for its own actions with no
need to defer to another. Members of all three
teams are also involved in the business
planning team, ensuring staff involvement in
strategy development and deployment. Team
activities are reflected in performance records,
part of the performance appraisal system.

The leadership teams meet regularly to
review organisational performance. The
management team � which has overall
responsibility for the achievement of
operational goals and which meets weekly �
focuses on the achievement of goals against
objectives at monthly meetings, when the
monthly report is reviewed. At this level,
performance measures relate to the
achievement of specific projects in areas such
as: environmental and heritage planning; sub-
regional policy and projects; business plan
development; best practices; work programme
development; customer service; financial data;
human resources; information technology
operations and projects; information
management (records and research); and
geographical information systems, design and
publications.

Organisational performance is reviewed
using feedback from, for example, the Business
Development Quality Award, self assessments
based on the Baldrige criteria, staff attitude
survey data and customer survey information,
leading to an action plan which details
improvements to be made within one month,
three months, one year and three years, and
which is integrated into the business plan.

Public responsibility and citizenship
Community involvement, understanding and
support is one of the CPG�s business plan
objectives, to be actioned by: effective
partnerships with elected representatives, the
community, customer groups, agencies and
other council groups; a public education
programme to promote greater awareness of
planning and resource management issues; and
the encouragement and support of community
planning initiatives and environmental projects.

With its legislative responsibilities for
resource guardianship, the CPG has to balance
sometimes conflicting demands for the
conservation and utilisation of resources. This
potential conflict emerges, for example, in
district plan and city bylaw issues, in regional
project advocacy, when involved in inter-
agency projects, in waste minimization, when
planning for growth, in environmental health
issues, and when monitoring water quality.

The CPG sponsors and supports a wide
variety of community activities, including:
organising and supporting World Environment
Day � providing a venue, promoting the event
and providing an opportunity for interest
groups to display their promotional material
and goods; facilitating and organising a Waste
Group event on Waiheke island; sponsoring
Energy Auckland in June 1999, and sponsoring
the Waste Minimisation Magazine. Staff are
encouraged and supported to donate blood,
perform jury duty and complete first aid
courses.

The CPG also �walks the conservation talk�
in two highly visible ways. It has performance
measures and targets for an assertive recycling
policy � which includes recycling waste paper,
purchasing recycled products and adopting
energy-efficient office practices. It also
maintains and heavily promotes a worm bin � a
hygienically sound and odor-free inside
composting system which disposes of organic
waste and produces byproducts such as �worm
tea,� for gardens.

Business Directions 
Team

- development of a 
  sense of mission
- proposing and 
  developing 
  integrated business 
  plans
- facilitating the 
  implementation and 
  review of business 
  plans
- coordinating best 
process enhancements

Putting first things first 
through

Staff Consultative Team
T

- contributing to CPG values
  and standards
- providing and encouraging 
  open and honest feedback
- advising on how to 
  implement something new
- encouraging the airing of
  concerns and receiving 
  timely responses
- facilitating support, 
  communication, 
  cooperation &  recognition 
  throughout the group
- highlighting problems and 
  generating ideas for 
  improvement
- providing input into 
  strategy development and 
  decision making as 
  appropriate
  

o enhance the quality of
work life for all staff through

High performance
teamwork

Proactively shaping
and creating the future

- Projects and functions
- Environmental monitoring
- Servicing internal and
  external customers

Business
Directions

Team

HR
Strategic

Plan

Generating ideas
for communication
and improvement

Legislative
change

Business
plans

Organisational
change

Staff
Consultative

Team

Auckland
City�s strategic

plan

Figure 1  The CPG�s leadership system

Management Team

- assisting council to 
  develop it�s strategic 
  plan
- development of HR
- providing leadership 
  and direction
- disseminating 
  information
- endorsing delivery 
  mechanisms
- allocating resources
- ensuring consistency
  of application
- outcome reporting

Making it happen 
through
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Public education and awareness activities
include maintaining education kits on current
projects � the Viaduct Basin (the America�s Cup
village) and the Eastern Corridor (a public
transport project), for example; educational
visits and presentations to schools � the
Auckland Museum�s school area contains a
display provided by the group; sponsorship of
student projects � with funding as well as staff
time and support; and funding an annual
planning bursary at the University of Auckland.

Citizenship activities were reviewed in the
1999/2000 annual planning cycle, and a need
for measures of effectiveness linked to group
goals was identified.

Strategy
The CPG�s strategy � developed within the
overarching framework of the city council�s
strategy � has to dovetail with that of the
council as a whole, and account for those
constraints imposed by its role as part of a
political organisation, as a regulator, and as a
provider of a broad range of policy and project
information.

The CPG�s strategy development processes
integrate six key city council activities which
account for customer and market needs,
business risks and the resources and
capabilities of both the council and the CPG:

1 The 1999 Strategic Plan Review for the City
of Auckland (�Auckland 2020 � The way
forward for Auckland�) � first developed in
1993 and reviewed every three years
2 The Dimension Business Plan which supports
the strategic plan and identifies how that plan
will be implemented
3 The city council�s annual plan � which
includes the operational and financial
implications for the year as well as three year
projections
4 The Auckland City Outstanding Organisation
Dimension Plan which identifies how the
internal organisation of Auckland City will be
managed
5 The district plan � which establishes long
term planning parameters for management of
the city�s environment, and which is designed
to deliver the goals of the long term strategic
plan (this is the CPG�s key accountability and
core business)
6 The business planning process which relates
to the strategic and business planning activity
at group level within Auckland City, with
resulting business plans which support the
annual plan

The Auckland City Strategic Plan
development process, applied every three years
with a forecast horizon of 20 years, has three
goals: an outstanding city; an outstanding
organisation; and outstanding governance.

The Outstanding Auckland Plan was
developed by surveying people who live, work
and visit the city. Five customer-oriented
dimensions and 13 goals were identified,
essentially grouping together the features that
would make Auckland an outstanding city from
the perspective of its customers (residents,
community groups, visitors and tourists).

The Dimension Business Plan transforms
the long term focus of the strategic plan into
shorter term strategies. It is divided into the five
dimensions of the strategic plan and is the work
of organisation-spanning teams. The CPG has a
manager on each of the five dimensions
because of the breadth of the CPG�s business
and because it values the communication and
networking opportunities this allows.
Membership of these teams provides an
opportunity for input into the city�s dimension
plan and to gather information relevant to
CPG�s own strategic direction.

Mission statement
Vision and Values

Establishment of
strategy development team

Information collection and analysis
assessment, consultation and

 alignment with corporate plans

First draft

Submissions

Test assumptions
and alignments

Final draft

Approvals

Completed strategy

Strategy implemented through 
operational plans

Work programme
developed at work unit level

Monitor and measure

Review

Corrective action
improvement plan

Review strategic
development process

Review

Business Planning Team
Comprising:
- Management Team
- Business Directions Team
- 2 people from 
staff consultative

Information sources
- legislation and regulations
- political expectations
- community issues
- public responsibility
- customer expectations
- corporate plans
- corporate budget
- internal resources
  constraints/requirements

Corporate plans
- strategic plan
dimension plans
- OOD
- annual plan
- HR plan
- district plan

Figure 2  Strategy development processes
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1.1  Take a leadership role for the city
in planning projects and resource management

1.2  Develop ongoing planning strategies for
the city that recognise the need to balance growth
and development with character, environmental
amenity and social and physical infrastructure

1.3  Advocate the city�s needs and position in
relation to central and regional government
on planning and resource management issues
and strategies

1.4  Develop a policy for both the funding and
expenditure of contributions collected to mitigate
adverse effects of development

1.5  Ensure regulatory mechanisms are effective
delivery tools to achieve Outstanding Auckland

Group strategies (for Pathway 1)
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The five dimensions of the dimension
business plan are:

1. Alive and exciting
2. Great community to belong to
3. Good for work and business
4. Clean and green
5. Easy to get around

The Annual Plan provides direction for the
budget year and allows citizen input � through
a formal submission process � on service
delivery, major projects and initiatives, funding
and financial performance as well as people
policies and human resource strategic funding.
Performance against this plan is reported
quarterly and published annually.

The Outstanding Organisation Dimension
Team identifies how the city�s internal
organisation will be managed. Led by the city�s
chief executive officer, with a membership of
council directors and group and divisional
managers, this team produces the Outstanding
Organisation Plan � and key performance
indicators. The CPG�s business projects
manager is a member because that person has
key accountabilities for the CPG�s strategies.

The District Plan provides the fine print for
managing the city�s environment. The CPG has
primary responsibility for the production and
management of this plan. It is divided into three
territorial parts � Hauraki Gulf Islands, Isthmus
and Central Business District.

The Outstanding Auckland Strategic
Framework provides strategic direction for the
CPG�s own business planning. The Outstanding
Dimension plans specify what the council will
achieve while Outstanding Governance and
Outstanding Auckland specify how the council
will operate. The CPG�s desired outcomes and
strategies are directly aligned with a large
number of the council goals � verified in
practice by a detailed alignment matrix.

The CPG�s strategies cascade down to
specific projects and initiatives, each with
performance measures and timetables, which
collectively become the work programme for
the year (Figure 3). Resources are allocated to
projects during the planning process.
Performance measures (percent complete,
progress to timetable and cost against budget)
are developed.

Customer and market knowledge
Customer segmentation
The CPG recognises three key groups of
customers (Figure 4) � internal, direct external
and indirect external, and uses a variety of
listening and learning approaches to determine
their requirements (Figure 5).

The CPG also has relationships with:
· Local Maori (who are equal

constitutional partners)
· The planning agencies of

neighboring authorities
· The Property Council (a developers�

interest group)
· business and civic associations
· Waste industry interests.

Different approaches are used to determine
customer�s requirements for different products
and services. For example city growth and
waste management strategies promoted by the
CPG involved community board workshops,
focus group sessions with key customers and
interested parties, public displays and meetings,
questionnaires and �listening posts� at a Sunday
flea market.

Projects where changes resulted from
research, consultation and information
gathering include:

· The district plan � submissions by
citizens and interest groups are
account for in the plan

· The State of the Environment report
gathers information from public
consultation and debate before
mitigating strategies and interventions
are agreed by the council

Figure 4  Customer segmentation

Internal customers
Elected city councillors
Elected community board members
The council�s chief executive
Council directors
Other council groups

External customers- direct
Members of the public
Applicants and submitters
Special-interest lobby groups
Other councils
Agencies and organisations

External customers - indirect
Members of the public
Businesses and investors
Business visitors
Recreational visitors
Community groups

A small but influential group
of customers requiring technical
and policy advice, participation
in corporate responsibilities
and elected member support

A small group of customers
who generate much of the
CPG�s work - expecting direct
access to decision-makers,
timely and accurate information,
responsiveness, commitment
and understanding from
service providers 

The bulk of the CPG�s
customers - with little 
or no interaction with it, but
with high expectations of 
service and of the CPG�s
stewardship roles.
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· A �City Trends� personal safety
project, where a questionnaire of
particular customer groups clarified
CPG staff perceptions of personal
safety levels.

Project debriefs also precipitate operational
changes. Debriefing after publication of the
Isthmus plan revealed benefits from the lodging
of submissions via the internet, for example,
and this is now done.

Customer relationships
Developing and nurturing partnerships with the
community, other stakeholders and other
council units is identified as a critical success
factor in business plan documents and this
approach is supported by budget line items for
advocacy, public enquiries and political
support. Project codes include, for example:

· Council and community board
support

· Public enquiries and public
presentations

· Student enquiries and student
presentations

· Support to other council groups
· Advocacy to government agencies
· Advocacy to other local authorities

Figure 6 summarises the options customers
have for direct input to the CPG, to ask about
current activities, conduct business, seek
information, complain, suggest improvements.

Changes are made when customers
indicate a need. Two examples: an inadequate
reception area which failed to meet customers�
requirements to view large-format plans, make
copies and view documents on-line was
modified after consultation in the 1997/1998
year; the CPG�s telephone service has been
improved by using the council�s call centre,
with incoming calls now switched directly to
the most appropriate staff member. In both
cases customer value research identified the
need and verified improved performance. The
CPG receives monthly feedback on time to
answer telephone calls and lost calls.

Complaints management
The CPG�s complaints management process is
summarised in Figure 7. Explanations for staff
are included in process manuals. Practice
statements about reporting to the council and
to committees, and a publications policy,
provide further advice.

The processes shown in Figure 7 ensure
complaints are resolved efficiently and by the
right person.

Complaints are registered when received
and time to reply is monitored and reported.

Elevation of unresolved complaints to a
higher level in the organisation occurs if
necessary.

Complaints are aggregated to identify
trends.

Figure 5  Listening and learning - examples

Customer surveys - Annual survey of city residents and ratepayers
- Annual satisfaction survey of CPG customers
- Consultation with interest groups associated with
  specific projects, submission processes for
  specific plans and waste management plans

Focus groups - Liveable Communities strategy workshops
- Centre Plan consultation
- Monitoring plan development
- Waste management plan workshops

- Information plan bulletin to customers
- Specific training given to other council groups
- Planning application sub-committee involvement 
  with other city council customers and the public
- Front counter reception of Central Area 
  Development applications

Direct customer
contact

Customer visits - Public meetings for plan developments - for
  example Heritage Review Gulf Islands, Waste
  Management, Liveable Communities  

Correspondence - Mayoral letter and other query responses
- Email within and external to the CPG and council
- Reports to other council committees
- Advocacy of council�s interests with external 
  agencies such as the Parliamentary Commission

Publications - Specialist publication circulation system
- Production of own documents such as the
  district plan, monitoring report.

Best practice
visits

- Best-practice visit to the USA by the CPG manager
- Circulation of best practices journals and documents
- Benchmark enquiries of other comparable or 
  perceived excellent organisations

-   - pCustomer call centre roviding information and advice to all 
  incoming telephone callers using the main number
-  with direct access to contractors
  and staff who can provide assistance
- to determine satisfaction and customer value
-  - by targeted group or open forum
-  submissions
- review workshops
-  at level 11, Civic Centre
- 

- to elected representatives through: 
  - public forums at community board meetings
  - written submissions, complaints and compliments
  - attendance at public meetings
  - direct representation at a personal level
  - lobby/interest group approaches

-  - for example consent application forms
-  on council facilities, features and
  services provide contact details encouraging feedback, further 
  questions and other response options
- and 
- The Hauraki Gulf Islands service centre customer coordinator
  manages customer/policies/staff/interest group interactions

24 hour incident response

Surveys 
Focus groups
Annual Plan
Strategic Plan 
Reception points
Internal mail

Representation 

Application forms
Brochures and pamphlets

Conferences seminars

Figure 6  Customer access mechanisms
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Customer satisfaction
Customer satisfaction/dissatisfaction is
determined by:

· An annual city council survey
· An annual survey by the CPG
· Feedback from council committees

and community boards

The council measures satisfaction and
dissatisfaction against the goals set out in
Outstanding Auckland. Residents and
businesses are asked, for example, whether
they regard Auckland as a city: with plenty of
recreation and sport; with plenty of arts, culture
and entertainment; which values its natural
features; which is healthy; which is exciting;
which values its special buildings; which has
water services which are environmentally
friendly; which is safe; and so on. Residents are
also asked whether they have used a service or
visited particular city attractions in the previous
12 months, and if not, why not. This
information is analysed by dimension teams
and by the CPG�s management team and
posted on the council intranet.

The CPG�s own surveying involves
interviews with 40 representative customers,
segmented onto three groups: partners from
within the council; external partners; and
customers. The interviews take approximately
one hour and include comparisons with

�competitors� � other groups within the council,
other councils and government agencies.
Questions provide information on the CPG�s
service performance, relationship management,
and potential for improvement, identifying their
importance to the customer and focusing on
the CPG�s performance.

Resource consent applicants are asked
additional questions which target specific
aspects of their transactions such as: reasonable
cost for service; pre-application contact;
communication on progress; and follow-up
processing.

When commissioning the external agency
which conducts the survey, the initial brief
includes; advising on the methodology and a
review of the questions to be asked, ensuring
that the methodology and approach is
appropriate for the CPG�s business needs and
that the information will be useful for analysis
and improvement � building on a debriefing at
the end of the process the previous year.

Changes made in the 1999 survey provided
information at group and division level for the
first time, for example, allowed better targeting
of improvement efforts.

Information and analysis
The CPG has a comprehensive measurement
programme, based on the following principles:
Key measures target critical issues; data are
collected once but used many times, collected
monthly to allow rapid response to adverse
events, and aggregated to identify trends in
core business requirements; data collection is
explicitly linked to business plans, strategic
plans, and customer groups; and all measures
are reviewed on a three year cycle.

Analysis of organisational performance
Performance is analysed by the three
leadership teams. Business results are collected
monthly, and are reported to all managers,
posted in staff tea rooms, and on the CPG�s
intranet. Managers report against strategic and
operational targets at divisional (workgroup)
level and report on group measures for which
they are responsible.

At the weekly meeting following
publication of the monthly report the
management team analyses the report, noting
exceptions against targets and resulting actions.
The accounting manager and human resources
manager also attend these meetings to assist
with any professional input in their areas.

Complaint received

Complaint entered on register

Review and allocation
by group manager

Planning integration
manager

Divisional 
manager

Staff investigate
prepare report

Divisional manager
peer review

Reply and corrective action if necessary

Investigate and
prepare response

Group manager
peer review

Is complainant
satisfied?

Is complainant
satisfied?

Group manager
reviews complaint and takes action

Further action if
possible

Advice of possible deputation
or environment court review

Management team review
to discover whether

changes in procedure
are required

Register
updated

Yes

Yes

No

No

Figure 7  Complaints management processes
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Each division holds weekly meetings within
two days of the weekly management meeting,
ensuring management analysis and decisions
link back to daily operations, and minutes of
these meeting are also posted on the CPG
intranet. Because weekly management team
meetings primarily focus on day to day
operations or functional level operations, the
team has an optional whole afternoon booked
for the third Thursday of every month for
strategic level analysis.

The business directions and the staff
consultative teams, which both meet
fortnightly, have members from each division
and at least one manager is involved, ensuring
that their analyses are fed back into daily
operations. The minutes of these two teams are
also posted on the CPG�s intranet.

Information sources
- Strategic Plan

Annual Plan
Strategic Business Objectives

Existing key organisation
performance measures

and indicators

Collect, aggregate 
and retain

key measures 
and indicators

Develop dimension 
alignment matrices

to determine outcome 
impacts

Identify strategies to 
achieve goals

and group them 
into pathways

Develop actual and perceptual measures

Develop wiring diagrams to link measures
and aggregate into pathways

Selection criteria met?
(1) best practice comparison basis

(2) support one or more strategic action plans
(3) necessary to operate business
(4) required for decision-making 

Obtain user integrity, suitability 
and acceptance feedback for 
key performance measures

Implement new key measures and ensure
 their integration with strategic action plans, 

process effectiveness measures, 
plans and targets and CPG

operational measures

Ensure that key performance measures 
are correct, complete and delivered 

on time and available
in a ready to use form

Software required?

Perform a software �make or buy� analysis

Review and evaluate key measures,
their deployment, and effectiveness of use

Effective?

Apply process control 
and improvement

 processes
if required Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Figure 8  Selection and use of performance 
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CFR = customer focused results.   SPR = supplier/partner results.
Other categories, documented on the large-format versions of these tables
 include finance and market results, organisational effectiveness results, 
and human resource results. Types of measures include leadership,
strategy, customer, information, human resource, and process.

City of Auckland actual 
measures -  summary

Water quality
Air quality
Waste production
Contamination
Economic well-being
Population growth
Heritage protection
Commercial floorspace
Precinct pedestrian counts

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

Customer satisfaction/service provided
Customer satisfaction/information
Meeting commitments
Cooperation
Timeliness
Understanding organisational needs
Customer perception of best practice
Staff satisfaction with leadership
Staff knowledge of CPG goals
Staff satisfaction with �reporting to�
Staff job satisfaction
Staff satisfaction with conditions
Staff satisfaction with work/home
balance

City Planning group measures
- perceived measures

City planning group
- actual community and
environment measures

City planning group
- actual group measures

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

Zoning capacity
District Plan development
District Plan appeal success
CBD floor space bonus
Completed Centre plans
Completed Isthmus
Coastal plans
Financial contributions
CBD development potential
Monitoring report

Quality assessment
Staff wellness
Training and development
Health and safety
Rewards and recognition
Chargeable time
Project time
Advocacy time
CFMS measure
Objective/work
Cleaner production
Financial measure
Mail response time
Best practice evaluation: Spoke 
Team Projects and staff ideas
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· Has ensured that high quality human
resource systems and information are
available to all within the group
proving knowledge regarding, for
example, reward systems, EAP, EEO,
induction, training, and exit
procedures.

Staff have the opportunity (and are
encouraged) to give feedback on the
effectiveness of the HR plan through the annual
attitude survey (Figure 12), and can make
suggestions for improvement at any time direct
to the staff consultative team through the staff
suggestion box.

Performance appraisal
At the start of each financial year objectives are
agreed between staff members and their
managers (Figure 13). These align with the
business plan as well as the manager�s
objectives which in turn align with the group
manager�s objectives. Progress is reviewed at 4,
8 and 12 months � the first two are a review of
progress and coaching sessions while the 12
month review summarises overall performance,
and is reflected in the individual�s salary.

Managers and staff are also appraised
against a set of competencies which provide a
backdrop for personal development and self
evaluation. To ensure best use is made of this
programme there are courses for both
managers and staff, which new recruits attend
within three months of starting work .

Performance appraisal is a key part of the
reward system. Following each appraisal the
manager makes a decision as to whether the
employee will receive an increase, recognising
achievement against objectives, and overall
performance.

All council pay scales are �broad band,�
allowing flexibility for managers to recognise
high performance. At managerial level bonuses
can also be paid to recognise superior
performance. All positions within the
organisation are job evaluated to ensure equity.
The CPG reviews these annually, and checks
market relativities.

Awards and recognition
The CPG has a reward and recognition policy
which provides guidelines to both informal and
formal recognition. Informal recognition
includes positive verbal and written feedback
which is supported by specially designed

Human resource focus
The CPG�s human resources (HR) plan, linked
to the council�s HR plan, identifies seven key
development areas:

1. A strategic approach to training and
development

2. Coordinated recruitment with
departmental autonomy

3. Cross-functional work in all areas of
strategy, project design, and planning

4. Enhanced support to foster work and
family practices and networking for
targeted groups

5. Group-level flexibility for HR
resourcing

6. Key competencies and strategic
objectives as the key measures of
individual performance

7. A strategic approach to change
management

The CPG�s HR plan:
· Sets a standard of leadership and

excellence for people working together
for the betterment of each other,
themselves, their professional
development and the CPG

· Demonstrates support, promotion, and
implementation of EEO Policy,
recognising, appreciating and valuing
the diversity of skills and backgrounds
within the group.

· Contains all the information on human
resource systems and processes in one
place

Figure 12  Staff attitude survey processes

Staff consultative committee
establish a small team

Team prepares survey
and agrees format and timeframe

Survey completed by all staff

Third-party analysis
of survey data

Management team
prioritises issues

Staff consultative committee
reviews and amends priority lists

Staff consultative committee requests team
review of survey results using priority lists

Action issues decided, action plan prepared

Staff consultative team
coordinates and consolidates reports

Combined leadership teams
debate and sign-off consolidated report

Publish outcomes via internal newsletter 

Three months after decisions taken
Staff consultative committee seeks progress

reports on action plans

Progress reported in 
internal newsletter

Leadership team
debrief on 
processes

and improvements
to be made 

for following year

Results reported 
to CPG

Made available 
to all staff

Results
presented 
to teams
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�thank you cards� that staff may use to thank
one another. Formal recognition includes
divisional recognition with items such as a
bottle of wine, movie passes or book vouchers
and are awarded at divisional meetings. Group
awards are made where staff exert extra effort
to meet and exceed customer needs, go above
and beyond job requirements, or consistently
meet job standards and have a positive work
attitude.

These awards can be recommended by any
staff member (with a seconder) providing clear
reasons why a staff member should receive an
award. The business directions team makes the
decisions and at the next group meeting the
award � which includes a group excellence T-
shirt and up to $100 for a restaurant meal � is
awarded. Names are posted on best-practice
boards on each floor.

The council�s chief executive also
recognises high performance through letters to
staff members and awards at the outstanding
managers forum held every three months.

While training opportunities are available
to all staff, they are also acknowledged as a
way of rewarding staff who perform at a high
levels, with training targeted so that it will
benefit both the individual and the
organisation.

Employee education, training and
development
The CPG�s training programme and processes
have been designed to support the city�s
Outstanding Organisation Dimension Plan, its
requirements to deliver the current business
plan strategies, its anticipated future needs, and
the needs of its staff, as shown in Figure 14.

The process involves a template of
expected competencies for each position to
assist managers and staff to identify gaps and
develop an appropriate training plan and to
help determine expected minimum
competencies for new employees. A training
and development plan is incorporated into
each staff member�s objectives � they and their
managers are accountable for its progress.

In late 1998 the management team decided
to pilot a two year programme with the New
Zealand Institute of Management for all
managers and selected senior staff. This
programme included the development of group
training to fill identified gaps as well as an
individual programme for each participant.

New employees go through an induction
process, and are issued with an induction
manual. The HR manager oversees this
process, which is integrated closely with the
council�s induction course to avoid
duplication. Included is material on:

· Setting Sail - an introduction for all
new staff

· Outstanding Customer Service � for
all new staff, on the principles of
customer service.

· Principles of an Outstanding
Organisation � which reinforces the
council�s commitment to the
Baldrige performance excellence
criteria (packaged for internal
assessments by the New Zealand
Quality Foundation) and new
managers are introduced to the
criteria and the most recent
assessment.

Everyone attending training completes an
evaluation form, used to review course
outcomes and training providers. Staff who
attend seminars or conferences make notes
available to the whole CPG and reporting-back
presentations may also be given. Details of all
training are recorded in a database and
reported in the monthly management report,
for review by the management team.

Figure 13  Performance management system 
processes

Managers receive performance
appraisal timetable

Is training in performance
appraisal processes required Yes

Yes

No

No

Training provided

Staff manager develops
draft objectives and

personal development
program

Four month review 
- individuals and their managers 

discuss and review objectives

Eight month review
- individuals and managers 

discussand clarify objectives

Manager completes appraisal
- with comments

Appraisal reviewed
by staff member

AppealAppeal considered
by manager�s manager

Appraisal reviewed
by Group manager

Staff member signs off

Appraisal form to corporate HR

Note
Performance Management
results are reflected in annual
salary reviews

Full
performance appraisal

after 12 months
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Employee well-being and satisfaction
Work environment
The CPG�s commitment to workplace health
and safety � set out in a health and safety
manual and supported by a formal statement
by the council�s CEO � is displayed on every
floor within its premises.

Managers have a primary responsibility for
the provision of safety in their workplace,
including appropriate equipment, training and
support � implemented through a health and
safety management plan.

Health and safety audits occur every three
months (by the HR manager), every year (by an
external assessor) and every two years by a
joint team from the council�s HR and risk and
assurance groups.

Employee support climate
Initiatives and systems which support the CPG�s
workplace values (openness, honesty, high
consultation, empowerment and people who
are valued and enjoying theitr work) are:

· Work and life balance
· Parental Leave
· Paid domestic leave
· Job sharing
· Free tickets to the council-operated

zoo for staff and their families
· Staff wellness � healthy lifestyle
· Birthday cards � staff are

remembered and valued
· Support of women�s network
· Workplace support � chaplains who

provide support
· Outplacement services
· Discounted medical insurance

· Two branded superannuation
schemes are available, with
administration costs covered by the
CPG

Employee satisfaction
The factors that affect employee well-being,
satisfaction and motivation are determined
from the annual staff attitude survey. The initial
questions � developed by a team of managers
and staff with consultation with all staff � cover:

· Attitudes to the CPG
· Employee-related issues
· Employee relations and leadership
· Organisational issues
· Personal satisfaction

Survey findings are used in the CPG�s
strategic planning and business planning
processes.

Product and service processes
The introduction or need for a product or
service may be market driven, customer driven,
a strategic imperative or be a response to a
change in legislation (for example, proposed
changes to the Resource Management Act).
The CPG�s product and service design
processes are summarised in Figure 15.

The management team leads and
coordinates the improvements or redesign of
larger scale business processes (the delivery of
a district plan or the production of a waste
management policy for example) while the
business directions team leads improvements
which involve the whole CPG.

An example of a new service introduced
with documented delivery processes,
developed after extensive benchmarking,
customer research and technology
investigation is the Isthmus District Plan and
the production, publication and
communication methods adopted. This project
is also a good example of the involvement of a
number of staff from different disciplines.

The group is structured so that no stage of
the business process is neglected. This structure
also provides an organisational approach to
dealing with customers which ensures service
planning and delivery is consistent and of high
quality. The structure has been designed to
emphasise process rather than function, and
high quality relationships between staff,
divisions within the group and also with other
groups within the council.Figure 14  Training and skills development

Need for training identified

Specific training
outcomes identified

Yes

Yes

Yes

No No

No

HR manager identifies
training options

Options
selected by 
individual
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approved by

manager?

HR manager
arranges training

Is travel/accommodation
required?

HR manager arranges
travel/accommodation

Confirm bookings
and advise staff of

details and entitlements

Training
completed

training 
evaluation
completed

Training/conference success assessed
against identified coaching/mentoring

processes

Training database
updated
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Beneath each key process there are a
number of sub processes. A recent
improvement has been to identify and
document these processes, which has led to
continuing refinement and design changes.

In the past processes have often been
documented and then �filed and forgotten,�
raising issues of validity and value. A more
rigorous and robust system has been developed
with all documentation accessible on the
CPG�s intranet.

Accountability for both processes and
improvement is identified as well as provision
for users to suggest improvements by email.
While still in its early stages of development the
new system has received very positive
feedback from staff.

The value of the CPG�s use of the Baldrige
criteria for monitoring process improvement
has been reinforced by assessors� feedback
from its 1998 BDQA application as well as
feedback from a council-wide self assessment
process.

Teams across the group used the feedback
(as well as other direct customer feedback) to
make their own assessment of their current

position, drilling down to identify approach,
deployment and results issues within each
criteria. This included identifying areas for
improvement, and drawing up action plans
prioritised and divided into quick wins (one
month), short term (2-3 months), medium term
(within one year) and long term (2- 3 years).

Support processes
The CPG has a well developed range of
support services, both internally supplied and
available from the council. Key process
requirements are determined by:

· Internal and external customer
requirements and feedback

· Process requirements
· Statutory-Regulatory requirements
· Best practice knowledge and

research
· Participation on project teams

designing or redesigning service
delivery processes

All internal support staff are housed in one
division (business projects).  Procedure
manuals exist for key support processes such as
HR management, financial procedures,
contract management, delegations and risk
management, ensuring consistency across the
group and with external providers. Wherever
possible this information is available on the
Intranet.

Staff from business projects are involved
with the leadership teams and in key project
teams when appropriate. This degree of
involvement ensures they are aware of what is
required from a support perspective and can
respond proactively.

In March 1999 the business projects
division carried out an inaugural customer
survey, using an independent research agency
and one to one interviews with a cross section
of its customers as well as managers of the
different support sections. All staff were also
surveyed.

The feedback has provided information on
service characteristics and their importance to
customers, identifying particular areas for
improvement. The survey will be undertaken
annually.

Key performance indicators for all support
functions are monitored and performance is
continually reviewed.

From:
Complaints
Committee minutes
Community boards
Strategic plan
City Planning
Council strategy document
Business results trend
Director

Issue identifiedProject scoped
and brief
prepared 

Including:
Objectives

Outputs
Tasks

Resources
Budget

Time

Brief confirmed?

Consultation with City Planning,
Planning Directorate, other 
council groups, politicians,

partners, affected parties
and interest groups

Assessment of district
strategic and annual

plan implications

Prepare draft report, or
strategy or policy

Is sign-off required
within city planning or

other groups?

Internal sign-off

Group manager
or director approval

Is director�s group
approval required

Director�s
approval

Committee
approval

ReportAssessment

Public 
consultation

Council
approval

Is council
approval required

Is further
public consultation

required?

Implementation

Statutory
process

Inclusion in DIM
team/budget/annual plan

Publication and
commencement 

of strategy

Monitoring program and
performance measurement

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Figure 15  Policy development and project 
processes
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Supplier and partnership processes
The nature of the group�s work means that it
deals with a wide variety of suppliers,
including:

· legal services
· professional consulting services

normally of a technical nature � for
planning, urban design, heritage
advice, policy analysis, and project
management

· printing, publishing and design
services

· office and stationary supplies
· temporary staff � normally

administrative
· support services internal to the

parent organisation
· fleet services
· office equipment and furniture

As a result the group spends a considerable
amount on contracts and suppliers each year
and has well established contract management
procedures � based on the following principles:

· Value for money � emphasising the
total cost of all transactions as well
as the total ownership costs of the
contract (management,  supervision,
issue  management and
administration, for example)

· Outcomes � with an emphasis is on
the overall outcomes of contractual
relationships

· Risk management � with a move
towards greater flexibility

· Fairness � with more attention paid
to documenting why decisions were
made.

· Relationships � moving towards
more collaborative partnerships
with a focus on the business success
of both parties

· Communications � paying attention
to critical areas of communication
at all stages

· Competency � linking contract
management with staff development
and competency, consistent policies
across the group and continuous
improvement.

These procedures are detailed in a contract
management manual adopted by the group in
March 1999. The overall coordination of
purchasing and procurement is managed by

the manager of the business projects division,
with the other four divisions working directly
with their key suppliers and business partners.

The business projects division manages the
suppliers of support related services for the
whole group. Where an ongoing relationship
has been identified and the expenditure is
significant the arrangement is formalised
through a service level agreement. For example
the group�s solicitors have a negotiated
agreement which is reviewed every six months,
with timeliness and quality of delivery
performance measures.

There are formal agreements with the
following:

· City design - consulting services
· Fleet services
· Provision of specialist information

technology advice
· Internal service providers � for IT,

the call centre, finance and
administration services, HR,
property services, and the
municipal reference library

Each division has its own database of
consultants and the CPG is developing a
unified database which will provide consistent
detail on satisfaction with service provided,
when last used, key features of service and
other characteristics.

Key suppliers and partners are included in
an annual customer/partner survey, seeking
information on relationships and areas for
improvement.
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Results
Customer focused results
The CPG�s key customer results are the
perception measures headlined in Figures 9, 10
and 11.

Prior to the establishment of the CPG in
February 1997 the customer satisfaction results
of the previous planning and regulatory
services department were unsatisfactory. High
standards of customer service was a key focus
of the new CPG.

The aggregate measures (originally
segmented by core customer groups, by
residents and by businesses) shown in Figure
16 all show improvement for the three years
1997-1999.

Good for work and business (Figure 17) is a
measure of business confidence in the city,
whose economic well being is fundamental to
that of the greater region and to the nation. The
healthy city concept (also Figure 17) has been
an important policy initiative in Auckland and
other cities throughout the western world. This
result is believed to reflect both an
improvement in the actual environment of the

city and an increase in people�s knowledge of
what contributes to a healthy city. In
opportunities for sport and recreation.
(also Figure 17), the CPG reports shared
accountability with other council groups for the
provision of sport and other recreational
facilities, interpreted to demonstrate �working
with partners to achieve high customer
satisfaction results.�

People feel they belong and are involved
(Figure 18) is a measure of resident�s sense of
belonging and involvement in their community
and neighborhood. The expansion of infill
housing in the mid 1990s resulted in a loss of
confidence in the council�s planning approach.
The new CPG was tasked with restoring this
confidence. While there is some way still to go,
satisfaction is improving.

For it�s Best practice comparisons (also Figure
18) the CPG commissions an external survey of
comparable organisations. Participants are
asked to assess the performance of these
organisations, then provide a comparable
rating for the CPG. The CPG continues to
outperform those organisations

Auckland city experienced a loss of natural
features and special buildings during the boom
of the late 1980s.
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Figure 16  Customer focused results
External customer satisfaction
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Figure 17  Customer focused results
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Figure 18  Customer focused results
Involvement and belonging, benchmarking
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A core strategy of the CPG was to bring a
comprehensive heritage protection strategy to
the city and to raise public awareness and
support for heritage protection.

The result summarised in Figure 19, if it is
reinforced in the year 2000 survey, will
indicate a reversal of the historical trend.

Financial and market results
Financial contributions (Figure 20) is a measure
of the degree to which new development
contributes to the cost of open space and other
city infrastructure.

In the early 1990s it was recognised that
developers were paying too little and
ratepayers too much. The city sought a more
equitable arrangement, with a target of $8
million annually from developers. Since 1997
the CPG has reinforced this approach,
exceeding the council�s target.

Budget measures. Figure 21 shows that the
CPG consistently beats its budget, returning a
surplus to the council and ratepayers, with a
4% reduction in running costs and an 11%
increase in productivity, since inception.

Human resource results
Staff job satisfaction, training and development
(Figure 22) results demonstrate the significant
improvement in job satisfaction with the
establishment of the CPG. The 1998 result
reflects a restructuring of support service staff
throughout the council. It has led to closer
communication and specific change
management interventions with the staff who
might be directly affected. The new CPG
targeted significant investment in people and in
staff training and this is reflected in the results.
The 1998 result demonstrated that while the
number of courses increased markedly,
satisfaction with them declined slightly. This
has led to the development of a new training
and development policy

Staff wellness data (Figure 23) are drawn from
the staff attitude survey. Early concerns about
the working environment and the imbalance
between working life and home life have been
reversed by new policies, reflected in the
improving results. Sick leave and absenteeism
are below whole-council norms and less than
benchmarked organisations
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Staff involvement in quality projects. Figure 24
shows increasing commitment by the CPG to
staff involvement in best practice with more
staff involved, but that easy gains in business
improvement have now been achieved and
new initiatives are more complex and time
consuming. The number of suggestions which
are not actioned have reduced to zero.

Supplier and partner results
External partner satisfaction is improving
(Figures 25 and 26), but the satisfaction of
internal (city council) partner groups is not .
These results also show that the CPG�s internal
and external partners believe that best practice
standards have declined amongst comparable
organisations. The CPG�s external partners
consider that service has improved compared
to best practice organisations, but internal
customers perceive that service has declined.

District plan appeal success (Figure 27) impacts
directly on the costs of legal services, which are
the CPG�s largest supplier cost centre. Service
agreements are reviewed every 6 months by
the senior partner for the council�s solicitor and
the CPG�s group manager. Improvements have
been identified in communication and billing

systems. The quality of legal advice is closely
monitored, the result exceeds the target and
New Zealand best practice.

Organisational effectiveness results
District plan development
District plan processes (summarised in Figure
28) consume 40% of the CPG�s staff resources.
As the three plan sections have progressed,
efficiencies have streamlined the process.
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Figure 25  Supplier and partner results
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Figure 26  Supplier and partner results
Satisfaction with timeliness, perception of service
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Figure 27  Supplier and partner results
District plan appeal success
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The core improvement was the
introduction of a major computerised system
for dealing with submissions.

The zoning capacity of the city determines
much of its social and economic success. Too
much capacity results in expensive and under
utilised infrastructure. Too little capacity
creates a scarcity value for land and destroys
the market. The council targets a capacity of 10
years but works within a band of 5-15 years.

The CPG�s policies have brought zoning
capacity from a state of imbalance to one
which meets the council�s target. Similarly,
central business district development potential
(Figure 29) results demonstrate a significant
start towards balance.

Use of mail, email and fax � a measure is
designed to test the effectiveness of the CPG�s
communication strategy � all show
�improvement� trends (Figure 30).

Waste production results (Figure 31) show poor
performance in waste management compared
to a neighboring authority (Manukau City) and
the South Island�s largest city, Christchurch.
Major new policy initiatives, with ambitious
targets, are currently the subject of public
consultation.
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Figure 29  Organisational effectiveness results
CBD development potential
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Figure 30  Organisational effectiveness results
Use of mail, email and fax

Water efficiency results (Figure 32) show
continued improvement, good comparisons to
another New Zealand city (Wellington � the
capital) and to Santa Monica, CA, reflecting
user charges targeted at environmental
efficiencies, as well as infrastructural
improvements. The unusual 1995 result was
due to that year�s supply crises.

Bathing beach water quality was measured at a
depth of 1.2m prior to 1997 and most beaches
met the required standard Figure 33). A 97/98
pilot study showed that a more relevant depth
for a critical group - children playing in shallow
water - was 200mm. The programme was
changed to meet the new standard.
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Domestic waste
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Water efficiency
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Figure 34  Organisational effectiveness results
Self assessment scores, cleaner production

�Baldrige� assessment. The CPG (and its
predecessor) has been assessed against the
Baldrige criteria for four years. In 1998 a self
assessed score of 471 points (Figure 34)
indicated a step up from the previous three
years, and in that year the CPG was also the
highest scoring public sector organisation in
New Zealand�s Business Development Quality
Awards. In 1999 it exceeded the threshold,
received an award, and again achieved the
highest public sector score. The BDQA does
not reveal individual results.

The CPG has implemented a cleaner
production program for cost efficiency
purposes, and as a pilot to demonstrate
environmental good practice to other
organisations. The 1997/98 results (Figure 34)
showed a 66% reduction but this was not
sustained the following year. A re-activated
awareness campaign is designed to produce
improved outcomes in the current year.

Discussion
Circumscribed by Crown statute and
regulation, local policy and long-established
practice, subject to sometimes intense scrutiny
by their local media, special-interest groups
and citizen watchdog organisations, not to
mention elected councillors and community
board members, local government managers
often struggle with the notions of leadership,
independent strategy and innovation that are
second nature in the private sector.

There is little incentive to be
entrepreneurial, and leadership teams are
understandably risk-averse. There�s also a
common belief that �best practices always
originate in the private sector and then, slowly
and against great resistance, filter down to ...
local governments� (Grote, 2000).

In the writer�s local government experience
(elected councillor, Central Otago District
Council, 1990-  ), the CPG�s approach to
leadership, strategising, customer focus, human
resources and process management is unusual,
if not unique.

The use of performance excellence
language and philosophies, as represented in
the Baldrige criteria, is also unusual. Yet there
is ample evidence in their own narrative that
the CPG walks the talk, and their three-year
results trends support a contention that, as in
the private sector, performance excellence
pays.

Why are performance excellence principles
so rarely applied in local government? Here are
some reasons:
- There are perverse incentives aplenty. For
example, increases in efficiency and
productivity may result in calls for lower rate
takes and smaller budgets. A continuously
sinking lid can be a poor motivator for
improved performance.
- There are also plenty of opportunities for
leadership conflict. In theory elected
councillors make policy, the chief executive
and his/her managers implement it. In fact the
process is collaborative, political � sometimes
party-political, occasionally politicised and
potentially very messy.
- There are competency mismatches. Elected
councillors (and the members of influential but
un-elected interest groups) come from a variety
of backgrounds, and are frequently not as
skilled, well trained or educated as local
authority senior managers. There is often little
tolerance or understanding around the council
table for management innovation and
entrepreneurship.
- Local government in New Zealand performs a
variety of functions, acting as it does with both
delegated central government authority and
local decision-making powers. Clarity of
mission and purity of purpose are hard to
achieve.
- Rates, collected from all citizens who own
property, and the principle source of local
government revenues, are a tax rather than a
fee for service. Functional connections
between service standards and rate demands
are not plain to see.
- Most ratepayers want to go to heaven, but few
of them want to die. There are pressures for
more services, better facilities and higher
spending, but rate increases are deeply
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unpopular and bitterly opposed. If quality is
�what your customers tell you it is,� then what
are a local authority�s customers telling it?

What is �quality� in local government?
Definitions
Quality has two common organisational
meanings, which may be summarised as either
quality assurance, focusing on control,
compliance and auditable standards (such as
the internationally applied ISO 9000 standards,
for example); or quality improvement, typically
labeled Total Quality Management (TQM),
continuous improvement or performance
excellence (for example Deming, 1993;
Baldrige National Quality Program, 2000).
Business Process Reengineering (BPR),
Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI), Six
Sigma and other similar methodologies, and
the products and services of brand-name
suppliers all fall under the TQM, quality
improvement, umbrella (although the term itself
is now rather dated).

However defined, the concepts of
assurance and improvement may refer to both
means (processes) and ends (products). The
Baldrige criteria, for example, with their (now
distant) roots in TQM, assign 550 points from a
possible 1,000 to �means� (leadership, strategy,
customer and market focus, human resource
focus, and process management) and 450
points to �ends� � results. Assurance may focus
on in-process measures (through statistical
process control methods, for example) and/or
end-of-process pass or fail testing.

While there is almost a decade of
experience in New Zealand local government
with ISO 9000 (for example, see Macpherson,
1995), usually in semi-independent single-
purpose business units, the use of Baldrige-
derived approaches has only recently been
actively promoted by government ministers
with portfolio interests in the local government
area, and Business Development Quality
Award applications have been uncommon.

Because local government is a �process�
business (in some respects its most important
�products� � continuously evolving district
plans, the granting of development and
resource-use consents, provision of technical
advice, compliance measurement and
enforcement, and so on � are actually service
processes), it seems intuitively better suited to
an improvement rather than an assurance
approach to high performance.

Language
There have been attempts to redefine and
rewrite the Baldrige criteria to better reflect
local government language and practices, but
these appear to have been abandoned, and the
1999 Business Development Quality Award
criteria exactly copy the US Baldrige wording,
(Application Booklet, 1999). With each major
two-yearly revision, the generic criteria
become more accessible, their universality
more obvious, and the incentive to re-write
them for specific sectors is reduced.

Measuring success
Defining success in category seven (results) terms
will remain contentious in local government (and
in the core public sector), mainly because of the
difficulties of making explicit linkages between
council action and community or environment
reaction. The CPG study highlights this dilemma
� linking residents� sense of belonging and
involvement in their community and
neighborhood (p15) to specific council initiatives
is a brave call, for example � but demonstrates
that it is far from a lost cause. With trial and error
experience, the cause and effect linkages are
likely to be better defined, and to provide ever
better indicators of the effectiveness of a council�s
activities in the more difficult to measure but
strategically important areas.

Councils which are accustomed to
reporting in �service performance� formats �
essentially a compliance regime � may find the
setting of ambitious (stretch) targets a
challenge, both operationally and politically.
Exceeding customer satisfaction targets of 60%,
however easy and meaningless that may be, is
more acceptable to both managers and
politicians than setting (and perhaps not
achieving) targets of >90%. Similarly, the
concept of continuous improvement, of every
year raising the performance standard �bar,�
may discomfort many in the politicized and
understandably risk-averse local government
environment.
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